
  Vision  Change Imperative

The State’s server virtualization rate is above average at 70%.  The State’s 
previous consolidation efforts have brought significant infrastructure under 
central management, though there are still agency assets to consolidate. A 
lack of architecture standards has resulted in a proliferation of different 
designs and solutions that must be maintained. A build first strategy has 
resulted in a large application footprint supporting common business 
capabilities, with many applications supporting small user populations or 
built on non-enterprise platforms. To meet future needs, the State should 
move to model that relies on modern technologies and standard technology 
delivery, and integrated and shared IT assets and tools.  

The State’s talent challenges stem from siloed and limited resources few 
staff with modern skills and lack of staffing leverage to fill skill gaps.  Spend 
on IT training is significantly under benchmark so staff are not keeping pace 
with the speed of technology innovation. The State has significant risks of a 
brain drain due to a large number of retirement eligible workers. To meet 
the demands of a rapidly changing IT environment, the State needs a 
comprehensive talent management approach to build a pipeline of talent, 
to fill skills gaps and grow and retain a modern IT workforce.

The State has a very limited and immature IT governance structure. IT 
decisions are made primarily by Agencies in siloes, with little regard to reuse 
of assets and resources.  While some agencies have their own internal 
governance structures and processes, existing centralized processes are not 
clearly understood or are perceived to add too much time and too little 
value.  Effective State IT organizations have active governance, with clearly 
delineated authority and responsibilities, and a mix of IT and agency 
business participants.

The current decentralized funding model results in limited coordination, 
limited ability to procure goods and services collaboratively, and lack of 
spend visibility. Incremental budgeting approaches has resulted in a lack of 
wholesale investment in IT. Creating a more holistic approach to IT financial 
management with central authority can streamline purchases, achieve 
economies of scale, allow for rationalization of supply base, and enhance 
the State’s ability to make strategic and shared investments.

IT Governance

IT Finance

Currently, Illinois’ IT environment is federated across dozens of agencies and a central IT group. The lack of central direction has led to duplicative investments and siloed technology. 

   From Today to Tomorrow:  Key Gaps to Close    Future State Approach to Close the Gaps and Achieve the Vision

The future state organizational structure is designed based on exploration of thirteen elements common in IT organizational design. 
The IT organization is structured to be modular and mature over time to help to drive continual transformation.  

The Big Picture

Current IT Landscape
The State’s IT environment is too complex, too expensive to maintain, and 
increasingly difficult to secure. 

IT Transformation Framework

The IT Transformation Framework communicates key elements of 
successful IT services planning and delivery. 

Efficiencies from IT Transformation will enable key reinvestments in a 
unified IT workforce, modern technology, and higher quality services 
supported by effective governance and IT operations. 

Future State Structural ElementsKey Attributes

• … a citizen could pay taxes, check status of benefits claims and 
find information on road closures all through a single web portal 
with consistent look, feel, and user experience

• … State employees all had the same basic office tools to 
support every-day work tasks and could sign into State systems 
with one user name and password

• … there was a unified IT service desk with industry standard 
processes providing service consistently to all agencies 

• … Agencies could share information, and improve their ability to 
provide services holistically to the same individual across 
programs  

Imagine if… 

Accelerating Illinois Modernization

Current State Summary

State of Illinois IT Transformation Roadmap 

Technology

• Leverage and build upon any previously completed work in 
order to prioritize progress  

• Understand and address the risks of a transformation effort 
of this magnitude to mitigate risks wherever possible

• Be pragmatic and consider constraints of agencies involved

• Strengthen stewardship by unifying technology resources to  
achieve more with every dollar spent on IT

• Attract high quality and contemporary talent by supporting 
training and outreach activities across the State

• Advance a high performance culture by delivering a high-
quality IT services as well as innovative services

DRAFT: PRE-DECISIONAL

Disaster recovery is not in place for many business critical applications 
because the service is provided today as optional (not bundled) and has an 
associated additional chargeback. There is a lack of overall service 
management process standardization across the State, leading to 
inconsistent service delivery, and a lack of common service management 
tools and technology to accurately track and successfully deliver services. 
There are no standard measurements of service delivery which make it 
challenging for management to understand the quality and quantity of the 
services delivered.  To achieve its future state vision the State needs to 
support IT operations with clear and repeatable processes, on which all IT 
service providers are trained.

Service Excellence • There are four different orientations an IT 
organization may have. Today, BCCS operates with 
an Asset orientation whereas the agency model is 
customer oriented. 

• The proposed model incorporates two of the 
orientations, changing as the organization matures.

• Stage 1: Will remain primarily a customer based orientation similar to 
the existing agency based model today, only with unified management. 

• Stage 2:  DoIT will operate as a hybrid of the customer and service 
orientations, with a strong focus on customer engagement and 
orientation towards service delivery

• Stage 3: The organization will move to even more of a service based 
model, keeping the focus on customers, but increasing its drive towards 
efficient delivery of service excellence

• An IT organization can be understood according to  
nine different archetypes. Each has a different level of 
control over:

 
• IT Demand: Determines the control over budget setting, requirements 

for IT projects, and technical architecture  

• IT Supply: Determines the control over delivery (design, build, run) of IT 
services (new or existing capabilities) as demanded by users

• Currently the State functions as a “Shared Core”, 
where IT has control over demand for certain areas, 
but relatively decentralized supply

• The future IT organization will move to a “Regulated 
Market” in the short term and a “Product Factory” in 
the long term, leveraging economies of scale for 
transactional activities and driving innovation at the 
agency edge

Organizational Orientation

IL State / Industry Example Area of Strength Key Challenge

Degree of Central Control Over IT Spending
CentralizedDecentralized Federated

 MIMAMD, SC LAGA UT

IT Spend as a Percent of State Operational 
Spend

1% 2% 3%0%

IL Peer Average

CO OK

No Charge Cost Related PriceAllocation
Funding Model and Chargeback Approach

LA GA

Level of IT Procurement Maturity
8% of Peers 83% of PeersIL

IT Talent

Disaster Recovery Planning
Peer Average

No Activity Fully Practicing

IL

Considering Implementation

Price per LAN Port Access
Peer Average ($104 per port)

$100

IL

$50$0

Percent of Servers Virtualized

Data Center Floor Space Utilization 
0% 25% 50% 100%

IL

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

ILIndustry Practice

Industry Practice

75%

Level of Process Standardization/ITIL 
Implementation

Peer Average 
(57% of public sector engage in ITIL processes)

Exploring Implemented/Mature

IL

Considering Implementation

Domain Rights and Organizational Structure

UTMI

ExcellenceFoundation Established Leading

8% of Peers

Gap Analysis

Gap Analysis

Gap Analysis

Gap Analysis

Gap Analysis

ME

Performance Management

Anticipated Benefits

Metrics for Measuring Program Progress

25

IT Consolidation Activities and Milestones

   Timeline

People, process, and technology in 
scope for IT Transformation will be 
transitioned with a similar process. The 
process includes both detailed design 
activities and repeatable transition 
activities. Detailed design activities 
delineate how and where current assets 
and people will move. All IT assets and 
staff will be moved in a modular or wave-
like fashion, helping to minimize 
disruption to ongoing operations and 
enable the State to improve the process 
and results over time.  

Future IT Environment

Enterprise Architecture Maturity
Peer Average 

No Activity Fully Practicing

IL

Considering Implementation

Central IT Project and Portfolio 
Management Function Maturity Peer Average 

(48% of public sector engage in project mgmt.)

No Activity Fully Practicing

IL

Considering Implementation

Current IT Environment

1% of Peers

Enterprise Systems Maturity

• Workforce productivity 
through mobile 
solutions

• Greater IT agility

• Optimized IT spend and 
ROI focused results

• Ease of doing business in 
and with the State

• Seamless citizen 
engagement using any 
device

• Secure employee, dependent 
and customer data• Unleashing value from 

petabytes of data

• Reduced dependence on 
redundant and duplicative 
systems and processes

• Strategic allocation of scarce 
human and financial resources

UTMEKS

Roles & 
Responsibilities

Decision Rights

Organization 
Structure

Funding

Metrics

Capabilities
Channels

Interactions

Technology

Geography
Sourcing

Clients
Services

Clients
What entities does the IT organization provide 
services to?

Organization Structure
What does the IT organization structure look 
like?

What macro level services does IT provide to 
the organization as a whole? What services 
will IT not provide?

Funding
How will IT be funded? Is this consistent across 
all services and clients? What happens with 
over/under funding?

Channels
What channels do clients interact with to obtain 
the defined services?

Metrics
What metrics need to be measured and 
reported on to manage the IT organization 
delivering its required services?

Capabilities
What capabilities does IT need to have in order 
to provide its services?

Sourcing
How will capabilities be provided: in house, 
vendor, hybrid?

Interactions
How do the capabilities interact to deliver the 
services?

Technology
What underlying technologies are required to 
deliver the capabilities/services?

Geography
What services are provided in which locations?

Roles and Responsibilities
What are the specific roles and responsibilities 
that support executing the operating model?

Decision Rights

Services

What authorities/controls are distributed 
throughout the organization?
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Key Characteristics

• Recruiting and Hiring: Build comprehensive recruiting and onboarding 
programs to build a sustainable pipeline and fill needed talent gaps 

• Training: Develop a short-term program to address current state skills gaps and 
a long-term program with multiple delivery models to support ongoing needs  

• Career Paths and Deployment: Align to industry standard job families and 
functions; build new deployment models and ways of working 

• Performance Management and Rewards: Develop new approach to 
performance management that engages staff, links performance to rewards and 
creates a culture of performance

IT Finance

Key Characteristics

• Funding Model: Develop a cohesive approach to investing in the State’s 
technology 

• Budgeting: Create a collaborative approach to planning for investments that 
aligns with governance and strategic planning efforts

• Procurement: Redesign procurement processes that support technology 
modernization and spend management

• Financial Management: Utilize effective management of IT spending

• Monitoring and Reporting: Establish methods that bring insights into and 
effective oversight across all IT spending 

IT Governance

Key Characteristics

• Governance Model: Create a three layer collaborative model that integrates and 
provides clear leadership across strategy, oversight and operations

• Enterprise IT Strategic Planning:  Develop a cyclical approach to prioritizing IT 
investments in alignment with the State’s strategic goals  

• Portfolio Management: Obtain resources and tools to support insight into and 
oversight of planned IT efforts for increased resource sharing and collaboration

• IT Standards:  Utilize defined technology standards that drive a more modern, 
unified and streamlined IT environment

Applications

Service Excellence

Infrastructure

IT Talent

Key Characteristics

• Infrastructure Consolidation: Continue the effort to consolidate agency IT 
infrastructure into DoIT in a cohesive manner

• Infrastructure Modernization: Modernize DoIT IT infrastructure to create a 
more secure and scalable IT infrastructure offering

• Backup and Disaster Recovery: Develop robust back up and disaster recovery 
processes to enable rapid response to dynamic changes, limit business impact 

• Enterprise Architecture: Develop enterprise architecture to support delivery of 
modern IT capabilities in a cost effective and secured manner

• Cloud First: Implement a Cloud First strategy to drive modernization into the 
technology portfolio and reduce the State’s physical footprint

Key Characteristics

• Application Rationalization: Develop a strategy to improve the existing 
application portfolio, and reduce functionality overlaps, technical limitations and 
maintenance costs

• Application Modernization: Develop a strategy to get the most value from the 
existing applications over the short, middle, and long terms

• Digital Innovation: Create bi-modal IT to build constituent centric platforms and 
tools and bring innovation into delivery 

Key Characteristics

• Service Desk Integration: Bring together disparate help desks throughout the 
state to leverage scale and improve efficiencies of service delivery and support 

• ITSM Process Improvement: Develop a service mindset and standardize 
service management processes to drive high quality consistent service delivery

• Service Catalog Management: Implement a unified IT Service Catalog that 
provides customers with an easy and intuitive way to find the services offered

• Customer Engagement: Put in place a model that builds consistency in 
customer engagement and better enables DoIT to provide value added services

Strategic functions

Strategic planning and definitions/innovations

Research, policy development, and enforcement

IT investment governance and budgeting (including grants management)

Agency planning and oversight

Security, risk management, and compliance

Talent, performance, and organization change management

Relationship management

Customer and business partner rel. 
management

Media and   legislative affairs

Business requirements development

Business case development

Transparency and accountability

IT Administrative support functions

Records management/e-discovery

Program and project  management

Program/resource management

Contract and vendor   management

Project management

Methodology

Release planning and management

Architecture and infrastructure 
management

Enterprise Architecture and shared 
services

Data management and governance

Unified comm. network and radio 
infrastructure

Infrastructure operations

Security architecture

Solution delivery and support

Innovations//mobility

Solutions development

Solution QA, testing and 
deployment

Portfolio management

Solution maintenance

HR performance 
development and mgmt.

Budget/financial 
management

Procurement and 
accounts payable

Physical asset 
management Facilities management COOP/COG planning 

and operations
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Monitoring & 
Reporting

Procurement

Budgeting

Funding 
Model

Financial 
Management

IT Human Capital Management 
Plan

Performance 
Management  & 
Rewards

Recruiting & 
Hiring

IT Talent Management

TrainingTrainingCareer Paths & 
Deployment
Career Paths & 
Deployment

 Efficiency  Effectiveness

 Resource 
Sharing

IL

IL

Percent of IT Staff Retirement Eligible
GA UT CAMI

Before consolidation
NY

Before consolidation
LA

NY
Before consolidation

Percent of Staff Augmentation Consultants 
vs. State FTEs

Training Budget per State IT Employee
Peer MedianIL(BCCS)

     5%    10% 15%      20%

MAGA Peer Average LA MI
Before consolidation

   $500         $1,000           $1,500     $2,000

   10%               20%            30%                  40%

IL

IL

Level of Centralization in IT Service 
Delivery Model

CentralizedDecentralized Federated

 MIMAMD, SC OKGA UTIL

Oversight/Governance Thresholds for IT 
Purchases 

NY

$500K$100K

NM MNLA

$1M

UT CO TX, VA CA

Governance Oversight and Enforcement 
Authority

Limited/No Controls Strong Controls

IL

Some Controls

MA MECO OK

ME

$50K

MA

LA

Peer Average 
(A majority of large states have ERP)

Siloed Systems Shared Core 

IL

Common Functionality

IL

IL (State)

Efficiency Effectiveness Resource Sharing

IT Governance
Amount of duplicate spending 
prevented by effective oversight 
(cost avoided)

% compliance with enterprise 
wide standards

% of projects delivered on time 
and on budget

% of projects evaluated as part of 
portfolio management process

IT Finance
Overhead rate for services

# of approvals required for 
purchase orders

% of IT spend under unified 
management

% of IT spending supported by 
category management

% of IT spend on master contracts

# of shared purchases between 
agencies

IT Talent Management
Time to hire

# of job titles aligned to industry 
standard families and functions

% of staff trained on ITIL

Spend on training per staff 
member

% of positions that are vacant

% of agency staff deployed at the 
cluster level or to other agencies

Applications 
Number of apps retired

% of apps replatformed

% of applications where Disaster 
Recovery has been defined and 
implemented

Number of applications replaced 
by statewide systems

% of applications shared at the 
cluster level or across agencies

Infrastructure
% utilization of server capacity 

Average hosting cost per server 
instance

% of workload in the cloud

% of agencies using VOIP

# of agencies migrated to 
Illinois.gov

% of agencies consolidated

Service Excellence 
# of services available for self help

Average cost per incident

% of services for which common 
processes have been developed

Customer satisfaction rates

# of tier 1 service desks

Rate of service utilization for new 
services

Business Value
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Re-design
Re-design applications with low business 

value but high technical condition

Replace / Retire
Replace or retire applications with low 

business value and low technical condition

Re-platform
Re-platform applications with high business 

value but low technical condition

Retain
Retain applications with high business value 

and high technical condition

Low High

High

Low
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Sprint 1: High level design Sprint 2: Day 0 readiness
Month

1. Conduct Program Management
Conduct current state assessment
Develop future state vision (kick-off future state working groups)
Draw implementation blueprint
Develop transformation business case
Establish framework for ePMO to oversee IT Transformation 
Project
Form ePMO team
Train ePMO team on standards and processes
Manage administrative consolidation program 
Support transition activities 
Manage ongoing consolidation activities

Develop communications strategy/plan
Develop communications tactics
Establish IT Transformation communications office
Develop communications channels and tools
Launch communications
Conduct ongoing communications

3. Implement IT Governance
Finalize governance structure for a consolidated IT environment
Implement IT governance model
Implement strategic planning
Develop technology standards
Define portfolio management approach
Oversee portfolio (ongoing)

4. Implement IT Finance Model
Define IT spend through data gathering and analysis
Implement DoIT funding model
Develop unified budgeting process for DoIT
Implement procurement strategy for DoIT contracts and licenses
Track financial performance of DoIT
Cut over to future state model 

5. Implement IT Talent Strategy
Release staff transit ion assessments
Design Interim DoIT organizational structure
Implement staff transition into future state model
Implement training strategy
Design recruiting and hiring strategy
Implement career path and deployment strategy
Design performance management and rewards strategy
Implement performance management and rewards strategy (as 
appropriate)

6. Infrastructure and Applications
 Infrastructure consolidation
Infrastructure modernization
Backup and disaster recovery
Cloud first implementation
Application rationalization
Application modernization

7. Unified Service Desk
Service desk integration
ITSM process improvement
Service catalog
Customer engagement

Phase 1-Administrative Consolidation Stage 2-Detailed Design Stage 3-Implementation

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 23 24 2514 15 16 17 18 1913
May JunJul Aug Sep Oct Nov

26 27 28 2920 21 22
Apr

30

2. Conduct Communications

Jan Feb MarJul Aug Sep Oct Nov DecJan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Dec
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